The A Desk

Thank you for purchasing The A Desk.
Please read the instructions carefully
before use to ensure safe and satisfactory
operation of this product.

Pre-assembly preparation,
fittings and parts checklist

Please ensure instructions are read in full
before attempting to assemble this product.
Necessary tools
Please check the box contents thoroughly
before assembling this product. If components
are missing, please contact the retailer from
whom you bought this product. This product
takes approximately 30 minutes to assemble for
2 persons. The fittings pack contains small items
which should be kept away from young children.

a) Screws for tilt bar hinges x8

f) A-shaped leg

i) Support beams x3 (including x1 beam with a
smooth chamfer)

b) Screws for desktop hinges x8

c) Allen key head bolts for desk frame x6

d) Hinges for tilt bar

j) Desktop x1

Desktop hinges

(recess for cables)
g) Central beam x1

e) Allen key provide - you will need a screw driver

h) Tilting bar x1

Step-by-step assembly instructions

Step-by-step assembly instructions

1 Lift up an A-shaped leg (f) and insert support beams (i) into
slots of legs (f) - with the chamfered beam into the marked
slot. Screw bolts to hold in place (DO NOT TIGHTEN)

2 Lift second A-shaped leg into place and insert support
beams by screwing in bolts.

7 Gently rotate the A Desk frame backwards by 90 degrees
to allow you to screw the hinges into the desktop.

8 Align the screw holes with the pilot holes on the desktop
and attach nice and tightly.

4 Now tighten up all bolts including the support beam’s,
ensuring that your desk frame is solid.

9 Screw hinges onto tiling bar. Then position the tilt bar on the
desktop, align the pilot holes and screw up tightly.

10 You now have a completed A Desk... albeit upside down!

Chamfered
beam slot

3 Slide the central beam (g) into place and secure with a bolt
into each A-shaped leg.

Tilt bar hinge

5 Screw desktop hinges onto A-shaped legs.

6 Turn the A Desk frame upside down and align the desktop
hinges with the pilot holes (on rear side of desktop), located
towards the straight edge.

11 Rotate and lift the A Desk, taking care to hold together
the desktop and A-frame (2 person job)... now get to work.

Care

Safety instructions

Plywood furniture
Wood displays different grain patterns depending
on which way it is cut. Plywood is made from
layered sheets and therefore the edges can vary
in colour and grain pattern. Plywood can have
small holes within the layers of birch wood due
to knots falling out. Some knots remain and are
coloured black. However, all edges are sealed to
stop moisture getting in.

General warnings
Never drag furniture when moving it, always lift it.
Periodically check all fixings to ensure none have
come loose and re-tighten where necessary.
Please take care when handling or moving the
furniture as careless handling may cause damage
or injury.

All timber surfaces will change colour and mellow
over time. New furniture will initially vary in shade
from items that have been previously purchased.
Laminate can fade over time.
Not for outdoor use.
How to care for your furniture
Furniture with a laminate should be dusted with a
slightly-damp, soft cloth and wiped dry to remove
fingerprints and dirt.
Spray polishes are best avoided as they contain
silicones which may spoil the furniture’s surface
by building up over time.
Make sure all surfaces are protected from heat
and excessive liquid. Wipe spills dry immediately.

Furniture can be dangerous if incorrectly installed.
Assembly should be carried out by a competent
person. No liability will be accepted for damage
or injury caused by incorrectly installed or
assembled furniture.
Important safety note
Do not: Sit on the desk
Do not: Climb or stand on the desk
Please keep these instructions for
future reference.
ByALEX
Our ambition is simple: Purity by Design.
All our designs are effortlessly functional,
beautifully simple and exceptionally crafted.
www.byalex.co.uk

Our furniture will endure most temperatures in
the home but it is best to avoid placing furniture
next to heat sources such as radiators or fires.
Be particularly careful with plywood as the lack
of humidity caused by central heating can cause
damage such as warping.
Note
This information is intended only as a general
guide. For severe scratches or stains, and
anything else not listed, it is recommended that
you contact an experienced trades person.

